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Abstract

The aim of the article is to present the new lexicographic project that is being implemented at the Institute of the Czech Language of the Academy of Sciences of the CR, v.v.i. Since 2012, its Department of Contemporary Lexicology and Lexicography has worked on the creation of a new medium-sized monolingual dictionary of Czech with the working title *Akademický slovník současné češtiny* (The Academic Dictionary of Contemporary Czech). With its size and method of treatment, the dictionary ranks among academic dictionaries, i.e. dictionaries with an elaborated, standardised and structured explanation of the meaning of lexical units, with an adequately rich exemplification documenting the typical use of lexical units, with a sufficiently elaborated description of the basic semantic relations, mainly synonymy and antonymy, with the appropriate description of the grammatical properties of lexical units and with usage labels (a description of the stylistic, temporal, spatial, frequency and pragmatic markedness) of lexical units.
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1 Introduction

*Akademický slovník současné češtiny* (hereinafter as the *ASSČ*) builds on the tradition of the general monolingual dictionaries of Czech that emerged at the Institute for the Czech Language in the 20th century.1 More than forty years have passed since the publication of a dictionary of a larger size, i.e. the

---

1 This tradition has developed from the largest *Příruční slovník jazyka českého* (Reference Dictionary of the Czech Language; *PSJČ*, 1935–1957), through the medium-sized *Slovník spisovného jazyka českého* (Dictionary of the Standard Czech Language; *SSJČ*, 1960–1971) to the one-volume *Slovník spisovné češtiny pro školu a veřejnost* (Dictionary of Standard Czech for Schools and the Public; *SSČ*, 1st edition in 1978; 2nd, revised edition in 1994; 3rd, revised edition in 2003). The *PSJČ* is a scientific descriptive dictionary of a large size (ca 250,000 entries); it describes Czech vocabulary since 1880; it does not use run-on entries; examples are provided by quotations. The *SSJČ* is a medium-sized dictionary (192,908 entries); it captures the literary lexical standard of the time, but the range of the word list exceeds it (by including obsolete, infrequent words etc.); it describes contemporary Czech vocabulary (approximately from the 1930s, selectively from 1880); the *SSJČ* uses run-on entries; exemplification is mainly based on the minimal typical contexts. The *SSČ* is a smaller-size dictionary (2nd ed.: 45,366 entries) focusing on the widest range of users; it describes contemporary Czech vocabulary (approximately from the 1930s, selectively from 1880); it describes contemporary Czech vocabulary (approximately from the 1930s, selectively from 1880); the *SSJČ* uses run-on entries; exemplification is mainly based on the minimal typical contexts. The *SSČ* is a smaller-size dictionary (2nd ed.: 45,366 entries) focusing on the widest range of users; it describes the central vocabulary of contemporary Czech (mainly from 1945) with an overlap to variously marked words; it has a normative character; exemplification is very limited and is based on the minimal typical contexts. On the history and characteristics of the modern Czech lexicography, see mainly the detailed study by Hladká (2007).
Slovník spisovného jazyka českého (since the publication of the first volume it has even been fifty years), which is very long considering vocabulary dynamics, linguistic methodology, in terms of the platform for the creation of a dictionary as well as the medium for its publication.

2 The Basic Characteristics of the ASSČ

The ASSČ is a medium-sized dictionary, with the expected number of 120–150 thousand lexical units. Its aim is to capture widespread contemporary Czech vocabulary used in public official and semi-official communication as well as in everyday (i.e. non-public, unofficial) communication. A natural part of the lexis described are terminological expressions, but not highly specialised terms. To a limited extent, the dictionary presents units utilised in professional and interest-group communication, namely if their use has been extended beyond their professional, interest milieu. Dialectal expressions have been included if they are common in a wider area and are used especially in oral communication or in literature. The expected user of the dictionary is a secondary-school educated native speaker; nevertheless, also those interested in Czech as a foreign language are marginally taken into account (since Czech is a language of a small nation, specialised monolingual dictionaries of a larger size for learners are not created). The dictionary being prepared will be continuously published on the Internet (on the website of the Institute of the Czech Language). After the work on the dictionary has been completed, it will be possible to publish the work as a whole in a book form.

3 The Dictionary Development Method: Selected Aspects

The essential material basis is the synchronic corpus of written texts SYN of the Institute of the Czech National Corpus of a size of 2.2 milliard words. Other material resources are the electronic archives of the company Newton Media, a. s. (the archives of both nationwide and regional printed periodicals and transcripts of current affairs television and radio programmes), the internet and the databases of the Institute of the Czech Language.

2 In connection with lexicography and lexicology, it is mainly the creation and development of computational and corpus linguistics and corpus lexicography (language corpora, excerpt databases, electronic archives, special software tools, e.g. for an analysis of collocations the Word Sketch Engine – Kilgarriff et al. 2004). Cf. Čermák, Blatná 1995; Čermák 2010.

3 It should be emphasised that the dictionary being developed is not a lexical database. The relation between a lexical database and a monolingual dictionary is understood in accordance with Hanks (2010: 581): “A lexical database is a fundamental background resource for use in the creation of many important linguistic artefacts – dictionaries, course books, computer programs for natural language processing among them. A great monolingual dictionary has a different function: it brings together speakers of a language, it has a socially integrative function, making explicit the basis of words and meanings and usage, which all uses of the language rely on.”

4 An excerpt database of neologisms (focused on new lexical phenomena), a database of specialised vocabulary, the Pralex – preparatory lexical database and the Modern Czech lexical archives created in 1911–1991.
4 The Macrostructure of the Dictionary

The word list of the ASSČ is built using a different lexicographic technique than before.\(^5\) It draws on a set of three balanced corpora, SYN 2000, SYN 2005 and SYN 2010. The entries are selected from an automatically generated word list mainly based on the frequency criterion and the criterion of the commonness of their usage (i.e. only widespread lexical units are included; specialised terms, professional and slang expressions etc. are included only selectively). On the other hand, the word list has been expanded on the basis of word-formation relations (members of word-formation groups) and on the basis of co-hyponymic and other relations (members of lexical-semantic classes have been added).

Unlike in earlier dictionaries (SSJČ, SSČ), derivatives (relational adjectives, adverbs, names of properties), which used to be added to the lemmas as run-on entries, are listed as separate entries now. The new method (including the explanation of the meaning and exemplification) makes it possible to give an adequate lexicographic description, which however requires a detailed, often demanding analysis, cf. the explanation of the meaning in the entry for the relational adjectives (badatel n. “researcher” → badatelský adj. “vztahující se k badateli, k badatelství • složený z badatelů • určený pro badatele, pro badatelství” = pertaining to researchers, researching • consisting of researchers • intended for researchers, for researching), see figure 1.

Only some lexical types are treated as run-on entries. These include words derived by adding feminine suffixes (herečka ← herec “actress ← actor”), diminutives (pejsek ← pes “doggie ← dog”) and frequentative verbs (balivat ← balit “to pack”), where the semantic structure of the derivative does not differ from the lemma. Cf. the lemma bouček “small beech” treated as a run-on entry in the entry buk “beech” (see figure 5).

In the ASSČ, greater autonomy has been given also to multi-word lexical units. The treatment distinguishes between: phraseological units (balit si kufry “to pack one’s bags”) and non-phraseological units (terminological – akciová společnost “joint-stock company”; non-terminological – bílá technika “white goods”; multi-word grammatical expressions – bez ohledu na “regardless of” preposition etc.). In the dictionary, these are listed in an one-word lemma entry, but it is taken into account that they are

---

\(^5\) The word list of the PSJČ relied on a comprehensive and sophisticated excerption of 5 million excerpts. The word list of the SSJČ built on the word list of the preceding dictionary, i.e. PSJČ, and its own excerption. Similarly, the latest of these modern dictionaries, the one-volume SSČ, proceeded from the word list of the SSJČ and its own excerption.
independent formal-semantic lexical units; therefore, the meaning explanation and exemplification are provided for a large part of them (always for phrasemes; for non-phraseological units, the explanation is given where the meaning is not compositional). The independence of multi-word lexical units is indicated also by the method of their presentation in the entry (a highlighted multi-word lemma, labelling with special symbols), see figure 2 and figure 3.

**Figure 2: Multi-word lexical units balit (si) kufry, akciová společnost, bílá technika and bez ohledu na.**

**Figure 3: Multi-word lexical unit akciová společnost listed in the one-word entry akcirový.**

### 5 The Microstructure of an Entry

An entry in the ASSČ consists of the following parts: the lemma (including variant forms), information on homonyms, pronunciation, the etymology of the lexical unit, grammatical information (word class, morphology, valency), the usage label, the explanation of the meaning (including synonyms and antonyms), exemplification, notes (e.g. encyclopaedic information, further etymological information)\(^6\) and cross-reference to (semantically, grammatically) related entries.

In the ASSČ, *grammatical information* (see figure 4) is treated more comprehensively than in previous monolingual dictionaries.\(^7\) The morphological data in the ASSČ entries include mainly doublet forms and forms where the users may hesitate. The information on valency is systematically given for verbs.

---

\(^6\) On the usage of notes, see e.g. the Oxford Dictionary of English (Soanes, Stevenson 2005), in Czech lexicography the neological dictionaries (Martincová et al. 1998, 2004).

\(^7\) In some respects, this transcends the genre of a general monolingual dictionary; on the other hand, it accommodates the users, who expect this type of information in a dictionary.
(both right and left valency), selectively also for nouns and adjectives. The valency information is semantically specified, if necessary, in the explanation of the meaning, or in the examples.

Figure 4: Sense 4 of the lemma bafat.

When giving the *lexical meaning* of the entries, the ASSČ proceeds from the basic concept of determining the species classification – genus proximum – and differential semantic elements – differentia specifica (bearing in mind that besides notional elements also pragmatic elements need to be described). A part of the lexical meaning, however, are also those semantic elements that cannot be considered as necessary distinctive features but which mirror the complex of information on the denoted extra-linguistic reality that the language users have on the level of common knowledge. To a certain extent, the explanation of the meaning may hence contain “encyclopaedic” data (especially those that are objectively reflected in the word-formation structure of a word, in set similes and other phrasemes and in semantically derived meanings, on the basis of a metaphor). In order to eliminate circularity, the explanation by means of synonyms is limited to a minimum, only to some slang, expressive or dialectal words.

The *exemplification part* of an entry includes both typical examples illustrating typical usage and extended examples that show less common, unusual and sometimes even authorial use of the word (mainly in the case of less frequent words and those belonging to peripheral areas of vocabulary). In addition, the examples are to illustrate grammatical information (especially on valency) and demonstrate (semantic) collocability. The exemplification may further contain those connotations which are not included in the explanation of the meaning but which the user (proto)typically connects with the unit concerned.

---

6 Software

Unlike earlier monolingual dictionaries created in the Institute of the Czech Language, the ASSC has been compiled since the very beginning by means of specialised lexicographic software for dictionary creation (DWS). After various possibilities were considered, it was decided that new, special software needs to be developed as the creation of the dictionary has its significant specifics and the programme must be flexible. The software development has received grant support from the Ministry of Culture of the CR within the National and Cultural Identity (NAKI) applied research and development programme. (For more details on the software, see Barbierik et al. 2013; Barbierik et al. 2014.)

7 Conclusion

In the creation of the ASSC, we are seeking new paths for the resolution of the issues that lexicographers have always faced as well as those of the modern present. Although the preparation of a good monolingual dictionary is a Sisyphean task – “the pursuit of perfection in lexicography is doomed to constant failure” –,9 it must be attempted. “A dictionary of the national language is one of the basic needs of an educated man.” (J. Jungmann, the preface to Slovník česko-německý (A Czech-German Dictionary)).

---

9 We borrowed the metaphor at the end from Hanks (2005: 254).
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